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INTRODUCTION. The study of the rare lunar meteorites contributes essential details towards a 
better understanding of the composition and history of the lunar surface. So far eight samples from the 
Antarctic meteorite collection have been identifled as lunar highland rocks ( A M  81005, Y-791197, Y-82192, 
Y-82193, Y-793274, Y-86032, MAC88104, MAC88105). Recently, En87521 has been found to be the first 
sample with lunar mare composition [I]. We report here the first resutts from our study of the new lunar 
meteorite MAC88105. Two samples, MAC88104 (61 g) and MAC88105 (662 g) have been,collected during 
the 1988/89 Antarctic field season at the MacAlpine Hills Mue Ice field [2]. The two rocks are obviously 
paired [2,3], similar to Y-82192/3. 

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION, We have received fragment ,28 (1.044 g) from the interior of MAC88105 
for geochemical studies, and a PTS (,87) for m'hoscopic and electron microprobe work. MAC88105 is a 
dense breccia consisting of lithic dasts, devitrified glasses, chondnrle-iike objects, and mineral fragments 
set in a finegrained devitrified matrix. The matrix consists of mineral -fragments, mineral precipitates, and 
devitrified fddspathic glass. Uthic dasts are small ( ~ 2 5  mm). The largest and most common dasts are 
plagiodaserich devitfMed vitric brecchs which sometimes consist of two or more Iithdogies. Granulitic 
breccias are abundant and range in texture from hornfelsic to granulitic. They have variable 
plagiodase/mafics ratios a* range in composition from anorthositic-troctditic to anorthositic-noritic. 
Devitrified glass occurs as spheres and shards; fddspathic melt rocks are less common. A few lithic clasts 
resemble plutonic rocks: one spinel-norite, one norite, and one anorthosite have been identified. The rock 
is cut by Inhomogeneous, brownish glass veins that also contain small mineral fragments. 

MINERAL CHEMISTRY. Selected EPMA data are given in Table 1. OlMnes are nearly equilibrated 
within a given rock and have a range of about Fa29-49. Their minor element contents are usually low and 
at similar lwels; Ca can range up to 0.3 wt%. Pvroxene are predominantly Iow-Ca pyroxenes (pigeonites); 
the Ca contents vary within a small range (Fig. 1). The most magnesian pyroxenes were found in an 
anorthositic spinelnorite (Frag.A), the most Fe-rich pyroxenes in a norite (Frag.C). Only one granulitic 
breccia contains predominantly high-Ca pyroxenes (Frag.B). Plaaiodasg is highly anorthitic (An96-98; 
Frag.C) and contains some FeO (0.2-0.3 %). S ~ i n d  has been found in two lithic clasts one of which could 
be meta-igneous (Frag.A). In both cases, the Cr contents vary from center to surface (range: 9.41 2.5 wt% 
Cr 04. Minor D ~ ~ S W  Small metal and suifde grains are abundant in the PTS. One large metal grain within 
a &wtrified vitric breccia has the composition of chondritic kamacite: Ni 5.8, Co 0.53 wt%. 

BULK CHEMISTRY. A glass vein (Tab.1) gives an indication of the bulk major element chemistry. 
Major and trace elements have been determined by INAA in two bulk samples (bulk2 = powder, bulk1 = 
fragments), one finegrained meta-breccia, and two small greyish-white dasts. Preliminary results are given 
in TaMe 2. The chemical data leave no doubt that MAC88105 is a lunar highland anorthositic brecch. The 
bulk Fe/Mn ratio varies between 60-65, which is dose to typical lunar highland rocks. The bulk chemistry 
is similar to the other lunar meteorites [4]. Like Y-86032, MAC88105 is rather iron-poor (this is evident not 
only from the bulk composition, but also from mineral abundances). Compared to Y-86032 [4,5], MAC88105 
has similar contents of Na, K, Sc, Cr, Nl, Ir, and Au; Co is slightly, and Zn significantly higher in MAC881 05. 
The REE contents In MAC88105 are higher than in Y-86032 (or Y-82192/3)(and the positive Eu-anomaly is 
less pronounced) and resemble Y-791197; this meteorite may contain a small KREEP component. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION. MAC88105 is dearly a regoilth breccia which has experienced 
some recrystallization and a late shock went during which anorthositic glass veins formed. The population 
of lithic clasts is comparable to other lunar highland breccias, with vitric breccias dominating over granulitic 
breccias and plutonic rock fragments. Uhic dast compositions are predominantly anorthositic noritic (or 
noritrc anorthositic), and anorthositic troctditfc. Spinel-bearing rocks are present, but appear not to be 
members of the spinel-troctdite dan. Our spinel-bearing clast consists of anorthite+ pigeonite+spinel and 
indicates a different heritage. However, the spinel composition is similar to that described from Apdlo 17 
(61; however, in contrast to Apdlo 17, our co-existing pyroxene is Al-poor. The pyroxenes have somewhat 
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unusual compositions (Fig. 1) - orthopyroxenes and augites appear to be rare (cf.171). Most lithdogies 
(breccias and igneous rocks) contain solely pigeonite. The pigeontte is fairly equilibrated in respect to 
Fe/Mg, but not in Ca contents. All dasts seem to have witnessed the same high-T event. Yhis'holds also 
for the only dast that contains predominantly Ca-rich pyroxene. Only one mafic rock was identified - a norite. 
It is a possible pristine rock and has the lowest mg-number encountered. The presence of a metal grain of 
H-chondritic composition (which is typical for most metal grains in lunar sol [a]) suppofls the interpreti3tion 
of MAC88105 as a regdith breccia 
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Pyroxene (squares) and olMne (circles) compositions in MAC88185 
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